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Abstract-An alternative coding scheme is presented for the
class of semideterminsitic relay networks, which recovers the
noisy network coding inner bound by Lim, Kim, EI Gamal, and
Chung for this special case.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, Lim, Kim, El Gamal, and Chung [1] presented
the noisy network coding inner bound on the capacity region
for a general multi-source multicast network (see the current
Proceedings) via a new network compress-forward coding
scheme. This paper studies a special case of the single-source
multicast semideterministic network with source input Xl,
N - 2 input-output pairs ( X2 ' Y2),...,( XN-l, YN- I ) , and
a set of D destination nodes 1) = {N, ... , N + D - I},
where output symbols YN,..., YN+D-l can be expressed
as deterministic functions of ( Xl"'" XN-l, Yd) for each
d E 1), and presents an alternative coding scheme to achieve
the same capacity lower bound:
c �

max
min
min
J XS;
1
d
,N ( ( )
nN-=k_ll p(Xk) E'D SC;;;{ , ... }
lES,dESC

Y(SC)I X(SC))

where X(S) = { Xk : k E S} and Y(SC) = {Yk : k E SC}.
This result extends several previous results including multicast
network coding over noiseless networks by Ahlswede, Cai, Li,
and Yeung [2], coding for deterministic networks by Aref [3],
by Ratnakar and Kramer [4], and by Avestimehr, Diggavi,
and Tse [5], coding for wireless erasure networks by Dana,
Gowaikar, Palanki, Hassibi, and Effros [6] and by Smith and
Vishwanath [7].
The main contribution of the paper is a block based coding
scheme, in which the sender transmits a single message index
over mUltiple blocks using independent codes, the relays map
all previously received blocks to respective codewords (un
like the network compress-forward coding scheme [8] which
relays the immediate past block), and the receiver decodes
the message based on all received blocks. As will be shown,
the determinism of the channel and the relay operation based
on the entire past history allows a simpler decoding that the
general network compress-forward coding scheme.
II.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND THE MAIN RESULT

A discrete memoryless multicast relay network consists
of a source input Xl, N - 2 relay input-output alpha
bet pairs (X2,Y2),...,(XN-l,YN-l), D desitnation out-

puts alphabets YN," .,YN+D-l, and a collection of condi
tional pmfs p(Y2,...,YN+D-llxl,..., XN-l) , one for each
(Xl,...,XN-l) EXl x ··· X XN-l. Source node 1 wishes to
send a message M E [1 : 2nR] := {I,...,2nR} to a set of
destination nodes, 1) = [N : N + D - 1 ] , with the help of a
set of N - 2 relay nodes n := [2 : N - 1]. Note that there
is no loss of generality in assuming that a destination node
does not relay the received information; we can always split
a single node into a relay and destination node with identical
channel observations.
For each d E 1), a cut S is a subset of nodes such that
1 E Sand d ESc. Random vectors xn = ( Xl,'", X ) and
n
information theoretic quantities will be denoted following the
notation in [9].
A (2nR, n ) code consists of a source encoding function

xf : [1 : 2nR] - + Xl',
a set of relay encoding functions
Xki:

Y ki-l - + A.vk,

i

E [1 : n], k En,

and a set of decoding functions

md : ydn - + [1 : 2nR], d E 1).
Assume that the message M is uniformly distributed over
[1 : 2nR]. The probability of error is defined by

p�n) = P{md( Ydn) "I- M

for some

d E 1)}.

A rate R is said to be achievable for the multicast relay
network if there exists a sequence of (2nR, n ) codes with
p�n) - + 0 as n - + 00. The capacity C is the supremum of
the achievable rates.
A discrete memory less multicast relay network is said to be
semideterministic if relay output symbols
(1)
are deterministic functions of X(T) = ( Xl,..., XN -1 ) and
Yd for each d E 1) and each kE n. In comparison to
the semideterministic relay channel model (source node 1,
destination node 3, and relay node 2) considered by El Gamal
and Aref [10], i.e.,
(2)
there is an additional variable Yd in the functional relationship.

This slight difference in appearance enables to model larger
classes of networks. For example, consider a multicast network
in which source node 1 sends a common message to two
destination nodes V = {3, 4} with the help of one relay
R = {2}. Assume that the destination outputs are given by
Y3 = Xl + X2 + Z and Y4 = Xl + X2 - Z, and the relay
output is given by Y2 = Z where Z is an additive noise
independent of ( Xl, X2). Since the relay observation Y2 is a
deterministic function of both ( X1, X2, Y3) and ( X1, X2, Y4),
this channel is a special case of (2) but cannot be represented
by the deterministic models in [10], [11], [5] directly.
We are ready to state the main result of the paper, the proof
of which will be given in Section III.
Theorem 1: The capacity C of a semideterministic multi
cast relay network is lower bounded by

Recall the cutset upper bound on the capacity [12]:
C ::; max min min J( X(S);
P(XT) dE'D sc;,ru'D:
1ES,dESC

Y(SC)I X(SC)).

(4)

The lower bound (3) is of the same form as the cutset upper
bound except that the maximization is over the set of product
input distributions. Hence, if the maximum in the cutset upper
bound (4) for a given network is achieved by a product
distribution, then both bounds are tight and the capacity is
given by (3) with equality.
III.

PROOF OF THEOREM

n
1
{x1j(m),X2 j(y�-1) : m E [1 : 2nbR],y�-1 E y�j- ) n} for
j E [1 : bj . The codebooks are revealed to both encoders and

the decoder before any transmission takes place.
Encoding: The use of codebooks is synchronized, i.e., at
any given block index j, all nodes use the codebook indexed
with j. Let Y2 j and Y3 j be the corresponding output sequences
at the relay and destination when the network uses the j-th
codebook, respectively. To send a message m E [1 : 2nbRj,
the encoder transmits X1j(m) for each block j E [1 : bj . For
j = 1, the relay encoder transmits X2 ,1. For j E [2 : bj , the
. 1
relay node sends X2 j(Y�- ).
Decoding: Define recursively

X2j(m) := X2j(y�-1(m)),
Y2 j(m) := Y2j(x1j(m),X2 j(m),Y3j).
The decoder declares that a message m E [1 : 2nbRj

The achievability of the multicast semideterministic relay
network involves a new coding technique which differs from
the usual block Markov coding scheme [13], [14] in two as
pects. Instead of splitting the message into multiple indices and
sending each of the indices per block, the source node sends
a single message index over b blocks using independently
generated codebooks. Furthermore, each relay node transmits
a sequence that is mapped from all previous block observations
instead of transmitting a sequence mapped from only the most
recent block observation as in block Markov coding schemes.
Therefore, the encoding operations at the source and relays

k E R,

(x1j(m),X2 j(m),Y2 j(m),Y3j)

E

T;,( n)( Xl, X2, Y2, Y3)

for all j E [1 : bj ; otherwise an error is declared. Here
T,;( n)( Xl, X2, Y2, Y3) denotes the €-typical set [16], [9] for
( Xl, X2, Y2, Y3) .
Analysis of the probability of error: Let

Aj(m) := ((X1j(m),X2 j(m), Y2 j(m), Y3j) E T;,( n)}.
Assuming m = 1 was sent, we have two sources of error:
£0

:= U�=l Aj(l)

The probability
numbers. Let

P( £0)

and £1

-+ 0

as

:= Um#l n�=l Aj(m).
n

-+ 00

by the law of large

B(j2) := {j 2 is the smallest index j
such that

Y2 j(m) =f=. Y2 j (1) }

(5)

where j2 E [1 : b + 1j. We define the event B(b + 1) as the
event that there is no index j such that Y2 j(m) =f=. Y2 j (1).
The probability of £1 is given by

closely resemble the most general relay operation

(X1,1(m),...,X1n(m)),
(Xk1,Xk2 (Y k1),...,Xkn(Y k1,...,Y k,n-!)),

is sent if

it is the unique index such that

1

(xu(m),...,x1b(m)),
(Xk1,Xk2(Y kd,·.·,Xkb(Y k1,...,Y k,b-d),

A message m E [1 : 2nbRj will be sent over b blocks of n
transmissions. Thus, the overall rate of the code is R. We use
separate codebooks for each block j E [1 : bj . The codebooks
are generated as follows:
Codebook generation: Fix p(X!)p(X2). For each j E [1 : bj ,
randomly and independently generate 2nbR sequences x1j(m),
m E [1 : 2nbRj, each according to I1�=1 P(X1,(j-1) n+i).
For j = 1, randomly and independently generate a sequence
X2 j according to I1�=1 P(X2,( j-1) n+i). For j E [2 : bj ,
randomly and independently generate X2 j(Y21,...,Y2,j-!)
j-1) n accord·mg
sequences '"lor each (Y2 ,1,...,Y2,j-1) E y2(
to I1�=1 P(X2,( j-1) +i). This defines the codebook C j =

k E R,

except that here a block of n transmissions is the basic time
unit.
We first consider the single-relay single-destination case
(standard relay channel [15], [13]), i.e., N = 3, R = {2}, V =
{3}, to illustrate the coding scheme.

(

P(C1)=P U

n Aj(m)) ::; L: p ( n Aj(m)) .

m#l j=l

m#l

j=l

Then,

p

( n Aj(m)) =L:p ( n Aj(m)nl3(12))
J=l

J2

J=l

(a)

:S

� P ( J]l2-1{(Xlj(m),X2j(I),Y2j(I),Y3j)ET,;(n)}
j

6

Xlj(m),X2j(m),Y3j)ET,;(n)} n B(j2)
j= + Y
h- 1
P
{(X1j(m),X2j(I),Y2j(I),Y3j)E71n)}
n

(
:S � J:l

(b)

)

b

n

n {(X1j(m),X2j(m),Y3j)ET,;(n)}

P(E1) ::;

{Y2i2 (m) oF Y2i2 (I)}

)

i2-1

Therefore,

:SL n P((Xlj(m),X2j(I),Y2j(I),Y3j)ET,;(n))
P

oF

Y2i2 (1)

)

:S L n P((Xlj(m),X2j(I),Y2j(I),Y3j)ET,;(n))
i2 j=l
·

b

n

-+ 00

if

Codebook generation: Fix TIkET p(X k)' For each j E
[1 : bj, randomly and independently generate 2nbR se
quences X1j(m), m E [1 : 2nbRj, each according to
TI�=l P(X1,(j-1) +i)' For j = 1, k E n, randomly

IY2i2 (m) oF Y2i2 (1)),

n

where

( a ) follows by omitting A12(m) in the intersection, noting
1
1
that B( j2) � { Y�2- (m) = y�2- (I)}, and using the
following property [16, Lemma 21] of the £-typical set:

((X1j(m),X2 j(m), Y2 j(m), Y3j) E 7;;( n)}
� {(X1j(m),X2 j(m),Y3j) E 7;;( n)},
(b)

follows since B(j2) � { Y212(m) =f.
( c ) follows since the events

{(X1j(m),X2 j(I), Y2 j(I), Y3j)
( d)

as

We now generalize the coding scheme to the general
semideterministic network with multiple destination nodes.

n P((X1j(m),X2j(m),Y3j)ET,;(n)

j=i2+1

-+ 0

of any rate

i2-1

(d)

P(E1)

R <

C =6+1{(Xlj(m),X2j(m),Y3j)ET,;(n)}
I Y2h (m)

2-n(I(Xl ,X2;Y3)-61(E))

b-I
-- ( min{I( X1; Y2, Y3I X2),I( X1, X2; Y3)}- 83(£)),
b
Finally, letting b -+ 00 and £ -+ 0, we have the achievability

i2 j=l
·

II 2-n(I(Xl;Y2,Y3!X2)-6(E))
L
L
m# l 12 j=l

j=12+1
::;2nbR21og(b+1)
. 2-n(b-1) min{I(Xl;Y2,Y3!X2),I(Xl ,X2;Y3}-62«)).

C =6+1{(Xlj(m),X2j(m),Y3j)ET,;(n)}
n

12-1

. IIb

i2 j=l

P

j2

P{(X1j(m),X2 j(m), Y3j) E 7;;( n)I Y212(m) =f. Y212(I)}
::; 2-n(I(X1,X2;Y3)-61(E)).

:S L n P((X1j(m),X2j(I),Y2j(I),Y3j)ET,;(n))
·

>

Thus,

i2-1

( c)

by the joint typicality lemma [9]. Similarly for j

Y212(I)},
E

7;;( n)},j

< j2,

are mutually independent, and
follows since the events

((X1j(m),X2 j(m), Y3j)
are

mutually

conditionally

{ Y212(m) =f. Y212 (I)}.

E

7;;( n)},j

>

22,

independent

n
{x1j(m),Xkj(yt-1) : m
n U V} for j E [1 : bj.

E

7;;( n)}

E

[1 : 2nbR],y{-1

E

y� j-1) n,k

E

The codebooks are revealed to both encoders and the
decoder before any transmission takes place.

Encoding: The use of codebooks is synchronized, i.e., at
any given block index j, all nodes use the codebook indexed
with j. Let Y kj be the corresponding output sequence at node
k E n U V when the network uses the j-th codebook. To
send a message m E [1 : 2nbR], the source encoder transmits
X1j(m) at each block j E [1 : bj. For j = 1, each relay node
k E n the relay encoder transmits Xk1. For j E [2 : bj, each
l
relay node k E n the relay encoder transmits Xkj(y{- ).
Decoding: For S

Furthermore,

P{(X1j(m),X2 j(I), Y2 j(I), Y3j)

given

and independently generate a sequence Xkj according to
TI�=l P(Xk,( j-1) n+i)' For each j E [2 : bj, k E n,
randomly and independently generate Xkj(Y k1,...,Y k,j- d
j 1
sequences for each (Y k1,""Y k,j- d E y� - ) n according
to TI�=l P(Xk,( j-1) +i)' This defines the codebook C j =

Xj(S(m))
Yj(S(m))

:=
:=

� n, define recursively

. 1
{Xkj(YC
(m)) : k E S},
{Ykj(X1j(m),...,XN-1,j(m),Y dj)

: kE

S}.

Decoder

d

finds a unique message

m

E

[1 : 2nbR] such that

((x lj(m),xj('R(m)),Yj('R(m)),Y dj)
for all

j

E

E

7;( n)}

[1 : b].

:=

jR jlljR

(6)
where

Analysis of the probability of error: Let

Aj d(m)

�L n P((X1j(m),Xj(Sj(m)),

((X1j(m),Xj('R(m)), Yj('R(m)), Y dj)

7;( n)}.

E

:=

U�=l Aj d (l)

and

£l d

:=

Um#l n�=l Aj d(m).

The probability P (£O d) ----+ 0 as n ----+ 00 by the law of large
numbers. Let h. := (h·.· ,jN-l) where jk E [1 : b + 1],
k E 'R. Define the event

B(JR.)

:=

{jk

j such that
Ykj(m) -I- Ykj(I),k

is the smallest index

'R}.

E

Thus, when the event B(h.) occurs, an element jk in h.
represents the smallest block index in which relay node k
observes a different output under message index m and l.
If Ykj(m) = Ykj(l) for all j E [1 : b], jk = b + l.
The probability of

P(C1d) P
=

£l d

is given by

(m,t1
u n Ajd(m)) � L P (n Ajd(m)) .
j=l
m,t1 j=l

Then,

(J=nl Ajd(m)) �JR P (nJ=l Ajd(m) )
rt2 � P Cel {(X1j(m),Xj(Sj(m)),Xj(Sj(l)),

P

B(jR)

b

b

{Yk,jk (m) -I- Yk,jk (1),kE'R}

� P COl{(X1j(m),Xj(Sj(m)),
Xj(Sj(l)),Yj(Sj(l)),Ydj)E�(n)}

Iyk,jk(m) -I- Yk,jk (1), E

b
(h)", n
�
P((X1j(m),Xj(Sj(m)),
=

jR j=l

:=

{k

k

)

R

Xj(Sj(l)),Yj(Sj(l)),Ydj)E�(n)
IYk,jk (m) -I- Yk,jk (1), kE'R)

)

E

'R : j

<

j d,

E

[1 : b]},

�

7;( n)}

E

{ Yk,jk(m) -I- Yk,jk(I),k E'R},

and
(h) follows since the events are mutually conditionally inde
pendent given { Yk,jk(m) -I- Yk,jk (1), k E'R}.
Furthermore, for

j rt jn

P{(X1j(m),Xj(Sj(m)),Xj(S j(I)), Yj(S j(I)), Y dj) E 7;( n)
I Yk,jk(m) -I- Yk,jk (1), k E 'R}
IX(Sj))-64(€))
);Y(Sj),Yd
(I(Xlj
,X(Sj
:'ST n
:'S2-n(mins lES ,dESC J(X(S);Y(SC)IX(SC))-64(€))
S

:=

{I} U Sj

is a

II Tn(mins J(X(S);Y(SC)IX(SC))-64(€))
L
L
l
m# jR j�jR

:'S 2nbR2(N-2) log(b+l)
. 2-n(b-N+2)(mins J(X(S);Y(SC)IX(SC))-64(€)).
P(£ l d) ----+
b-N+2
<
b
.

Xj(Sj(l)), Yj(Sj(l)),Ydj)E�(n)}

�

j d, Sj

{Xj(S j(m)) = Xj(S j(I)),
Yj(S j(m)) = Yj(Sj(I)),j

(g) follows since B(jR)

R

)

� P (J ]yx1j(m),Xj(Sj(m)),
n

�

Therefore,

Xj(Sj(l)),Yj(Sj(1)),Ydj} n BUn)

�

�

{(X1j(m),Xj(Sj(m)),Xj(Sj(I)),
Yj(Sj(m)), Yj(S j(I)), Y dj)
� ((X1j(m),Xj(Sj(m)),Xj(S j(I)),
Yj(Sj(I)), Y dj) E 7;( n)},

P(£ l d) :'S

� � P (J ]yx1j(m),xj(Sj(m)),

(g)

'R : j

(I) follows by [16, Lemma 21], i.e.,

Yj(Sj(m)),Yj(Sj(l)),Ydj)E�(n)} n BUn))
(f)

E

by the joint typicality lemma [9] where,
cut between 1 and d E V. Thus,

n BUn)

=

{k

:=

( e ) follows since

Assuming m = 1 was sent, we have two sources of error for
decoder d E V:

COd

Sj

Xj(Sj(l)),Yj(Sj(l)),Ydj)E�(n)
IYk,jk (m) -I- Yk,jk (1), kE'R)

(

min
SC'TuTJ

lES , dES c

0

as

n

----+ 00

if

J( X(S); Y(SC)I X(SC))- 85(10)

)

(7)

.

The probability of decoding error goes to zero for each
destination node d E V as n ----+ 00, provided that the rate
condition satisfies (7). By the union of events bound, the
probability of error goes to zero as n ----+ O. Finally, by letting
b ----+ 00 and 10 ----+ 0, we have the achievability of any rate
R <

min
SC'TuTJ
: lES , dES c

J( X(S); Y(SC)I X(SC))

(8)

which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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